Arch Offset Umbrella

Specifications

Post-Arm: Iroko Wood 3.5”x3.5”
Thickness of metal parts: 1/8”
End caps: UV-resistant plastic in black, brown or grey (depending on the structure color)
Hardware: 304 Stainless steel
Crank Mechanism: Stainless Steel with plastic cover for protection and lock for safety.
Ribs: ¾”x1 ½”
Ribs thickness: 1/16”
Ribs Joint Protector: Fabric that covers the joints of the ribs to protect the fabric from extra wear and tear.
Multi-option bases: Surface Mount, Wall Mount, freestanding, in-ground.

Base might vary per request, available in 20”x40”, 6”x12” plate for Screw into re-inforce concrete or in-ground base.